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intended for use in the reduction of meridian measures of the 
planet. The positions for 77 of these are given at intervals of 
10 days, and fur the remaining fuur polar stars daily positions. 

Two other observatories have undertaken the special task of 
determining the co-ordinates of. stars for refereoce-Charkow, 
directed by L. Struve, and d'Abbadia, directed by M. I' Abbe 
V erschaffel. 

!lfany notices have come to hand indicating that a considerable 
number of mccessful determinations have been made, and a 
scheme is being considerec! to ensure the publication of all the 
combined results in such form as to he of the greatt>st service to 
the Qbservers, and thus any one may be able to have access to the 
complete data. 

:\L de Campos Rodrigues, director of the Lisbon Obsen·atory, 
writes saying that 743 observations have been made; helio
metric measures have hcen commenced at Bamberg, by M. 
Hartwig; at the Observatory at Algiers 63 photographs have 
been taken. 

Both at Paris and Algiers it has been found that an exposure 
of six minutes is sufficient to record stars as faint as 12'5 magni· 
tude, and from special trials it is considered that with this ex
posure it is certain that a sufficient number of compalis:Jn stars 
will be obtained surrounding the planet. Prof. Hale has· for
warded the times of observation at which Prof. Barnard has 
taken micrometer measures with the 40·ioch Yerkes telescope, 
and a comparison 'haws that SC\'eral of these, made during the 
first part of the night, correspond almost directly with others 
obtained at European 'observatories (Paris and Cambridge) 
uuring the secund part of the night. 

A letter from Prof. is also included, giving par
ticulars lor the accurate determination of the diurnal mutinn. 

o:-: !11ARS.-A Circular received from the Cmt•af. 
stdlt at Kid announces a message from Pruf. Pickering, who 
on December 8 received a telegram from Mr. Dvuglass, of the 
Lowell Observatory, Flagstaff, Arizona, stating that he had 
observed a projection on the northern edge of the Icarium 

which remained visible for seventy minutes. 

SPECTROSCOPIC INVESTIGA riONS OF 
GASES IN A T.J!uSf'HEIUC AIR.1 

1 N last some tubes were filled at low pressure by an 
improved proces,; with the more volalile gases of the atmo

sphere." The air was li<jucfle<l directly from that aho\·e the roof 
of the Royal Institution by contact at atmospheric prc;sure with 
the walls of a ves-el c,,.,Jed below- 200, C. \Vt1en ah"ut 
200 c. c. of liquid had condcn,ed, communication with the outer 
air was closed by a stop-cock. Suh;equently communicatron 
was opened, through a nut her stop·cock, with a second vessel 
cooled by in liquid hydrogen, and a part of the l1quid 
from the first vessel, maintained at-- 210°, was allowed to drstil 
into the second still colda vessel. When about IOc.c. had con
densed in the solid form in the second vessel, communication 
with the first vessd was cut ofT, and a manometer showed a 
pressure of gas of ahout 10 to 15 mrn. of mercury. 

This mixture of gases W<h passed into tubes previothly 
exhausted by a mercury pump, hut before reachin'( the tubes it 
had to pass throu6h a U-tnhc immersed in li<1uid hydrogen so as 
to condense less volatile gases, such as arg""• nitrogen, oxygen 
or carbonic oxide, which be carried along hy those more 
volatile. Previous t.rials with tubes filled in the same way, 
except that the U-tube in liquid hydrogen wa-; omitted, showed 
that these tubes contained traces of nitroge11, argon and com
pounds of carbon. The lubes fille.l with gas whtch had passed 
through the U tube showed on >parking no spectrum of any of 
the<;e last-mentioned ga<es, but showed the spectra of hydrogen, 
helium an<l neon I.Jrilhantly, a-; well as a gre.<t many less brilliant 
rays of unknown origin. In addition, they ;howed at first the 
brightest ray;; of mercury, derived no d,>ubt from the mercury 
pump by which they had been exhausted before the admission of 
the gases from the ltquefied air. After some sparking the mercury 

1 "'On thf" Speclrurn of the more Volatile Gases of Atmo..;phcri<: Air.which 
are not C...:onden:;ed at the Temperature of Liquid H}drogen." Preliminary 
notice by Prof. G. D. Live1ng and Prof. Dewar.-.Read before the Royal 
Society on December 13. 

2 In thls paper we descrihe researches in continuation of those previously 
communicated·to the Sod· t• hy r nc of uS, in :t paper entitled" Applica.tion 
of Liquid to .the ,l,'r·,duction High Vacua. together wtth- their 
spectroscop.c .h.xamm•ttOn. A .)J'· I rch·. vol. 64, p. :t)t. 
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rays'idisappeared, probably in consequence of absorption of the 
mercury by the electr.Hles, which were of aluminium. 

In one experiment the mixture of gases in the second vessel, 
into which a fraction of the liquefied air was distilled as above 
rlescribed, was pumped out without being pas,ed through the 
U -tube in liquid hydrogen and exan1ined. This mixture was 
found to contain 4:> per cent. of hydrogen, 6 per cent. of oxygen, 
and 51 per cent. of other gases-nitrogen, argon, neon, helium, 
&c.-and it was explosive when mixed with more oxygen. 
This shows conclusively that hydrogen in sensible proportion 
exists in the earth's atmosphere, and if the earth cannot retain 
hydrogen or originate it then there must be a continued acces
sion of hydrogen to the atmosphere (from interplanetary space), 
and we can hardly resist the conclusion tlut a si1nilar transfer of 
other gases also must take place. The tubes conlaining the 
residue of atmospheric gases uncondensed at the of 
liquid hydrogen we have examined On passing electric discharges through them, without any 
condenser in the circuit, they glow with a bright orange light, 
not only in the capillary part, hut also at the poles, and at the 

pole in particular. The spectroscope shows that this 
light con,ists in the visible part of the spectrum chiefly of a 
succession of strong rays in the red, orange, and yellow, attri
buted to hydrogen, helium and neon. Besides these, a vast 
number of rays, generally less brilliant, are distributed through 
the whole length of the visihle spectrum. They are ob;cured in 
the spectrum of the capillary part of the tube by the greater 
strength of tl:e second spectrum of hydrogen, but are easily seen 
in the spectrum of the negative pole, which does not include 
the second spectrum of hydrogen, or only faint traces of it. 
l'uuing a Leyden j u in the circuit, while it more or less com
pletely obliterates the second of hydrogen, also has a 
similar effect on the greater part of these other rays of, as yet, 
unkoo11·n origin. T11e violet and ultra-violet part of the 
spectrum seems to rival in strength that of the red and yellow 
rays, if we may judge of it by the intensity of its on 
photographic plates. \Ve were surpri,ed to lind how vivid 

impressions are up to a wave.lcngth 314, notwithstanding 
the opacity of glass lor rays in that part of the spectrum. The 
photographs were taken with a qturtz calcite train, but the rays 
had to pass through the glass of the tube containing the gases. 

\Ve ha,·e made approxinute measurements of the W.lVe
lengtlrs of all the rays which arc sufficiently strong to be seen 
eas1ly or photographed with an exposure of thirty minutes, and 
give a list of them bdow. These wave-lengths are computed to 
1-:u..-land',; scale, and were deduced from the deviati,ms pro
duced by two prism' of white flint glas; fJr the visible, and of 
calcite for the im·isible, rays. The wave-h:ngths assigned to the 
helium lines are those given by Runge and l'aschen, and some 
of these lines were used as lines of reference. In general, the 
iron sp:trk spectrum was the standard of reference. 

The tubes when first examined showcu the lines of the first 
spectrum of hydrogen vividly, and the earlier photographs of 
the spectrum of the negative pole contained not only the violet 
line< of hydrogen, but also the ultra-violet series a; far up as 
il. 337, In order to get impressions of the faintest rays. exposures 
of half an hour or more were required, and a succession of photo
graphs had to be taken so as to get different sections of the 
spectrum into the middle of the field, where measurement of rhe 
deviations .vould not he impeded t..y the dr>uhle refraction of the 
calc spar. A< the of the negative pole only wa<; required, 
the electric discharge was made con:inuously in one direction 
only, with the result that the hydrogen lines grew fainter in eJch 
successive photograph, and soon disappeared altogether. Along 
with the ultra-violet rays, the less refrangible rays of hydrogen 
also disappeared, so that no trace of the C or F line could be 
seen, nor yet of the second spectrum, so long as the current 
passed in the same direction as before. Reversal of the current 
soon made the F line show again, so that it seems that the whole 
of the hyr!rogen was driven hy the current to the positive pole. 
The conditions under which this ultra-violet series shows itself 
are a matter of interest. It appears here in the midst oi a 
brilliant spectrum due to gases other than h. ydrogen, and yet it 
is very difficult to obtain a photogr.<ph of it when no gas but 
hydrogen is known to be present, or, at least, to become 
luminous in thl' electric discharge. 

We have had an opportunity of comparing the spectrum of 
the volatile residue of air with that of the more volatile part of 
gas from the Bath spring. The tube did not admit of the 
separate examination of the light from the negative pole, but 
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was examined end on, so that the radiation probably included 
rays emitted from the neighbourhood of the negative pole. The 
whole of the hydrogen had been removed from the Bath gas, but 
not all the argon. In the spectrum of this gas the rays of 
helium are dominant, decidedly stronger than those of neon, 
although the latter are very bright. In the spectrum of the 
residue of atmospheric air the proportion of helium to neon 
seems reversed, for in this the yellow neon line is as much more 
briJliant than the yellow helium line as the lat·er is the more 
brilliant in the spectrum of Bath gas. All the prominent lines 
in the spectrum of the volatile residue of Bath gas were also in 
that of the residue of atmospheric air except the argon lines. 
There were, on the other hand, many lines in the latter not 
traceable in the former, some of them rather conspicuous, such 
as the ray at about ,\ 4664. It is, of course, probable that such 
rays are the outcome of some material not contained in the Bath 
gas. A very conspicuous pair of lines appears in photographs 
of the spectrum of the air residue, at about ,\ 3587, which is not 
traceable in the spectrum of Bath gas. The helium line, 
,\ 3587 '4, is seen in the latter spectrum, but is quite obscured in 
the former spectrum by the {!teat intensity of the new pair. 
This helium ray is really a close double, with the less refrangible 
component much the weaker of the two, but the new pair arc 
wiaer apart, and of nearly equal intensities; this character also 
distinguishes them from the strong argon line at ,\ 3588 ·6. 
They are, however, very much more intense at the negative 
pole than in the capillary, and it will require a good deal more 
study to determine whether these rays, and many others which 
we have not tabulated, are due to the peculiarity of the stimulus 
at the negative pole or to the presence of a previously 
unrecognised material. 

As our mixture of gases probably includes some of all such 
gases as pervade interplanetary and interstellar space, we early 
looked in their spectra for the prominent nebular, coronal and 
auroral rays. Searching the spectrum about ,\ 5007 no indica
tion of any ray of about that wa\'e·lcngth was visible in the 
spectrum of any one of the three tubes which had been filled as 
above described. Turning to the other green nebular line at 
about ,\ 4959 we found a weak rather diffuse line to which our 
first measure assigned a wave·length 4958. The correctness of 
this wave·length was subsequently verified by measuring with a 
micrometer eye·piece the distances of the line from the helium 
lines "-4922'1 and,\ 50157 which were in the field of view at 
the same time. The position of the line was almost identical 
with that of the iron spark line "-4957'8, and the conclusion 
arrived at was that the wave·length was a little less than 4958, 
and that it could not be the nebular line. There remained tbe 
ultra-violet line,\ 3727. Our photographs showed a rather strong 
line very close to the iron spark line,\ 372]'8, t>ut slightly more re
frangible. As the line is a tolerably strong one it could be photo· 
graphed with a grating spectrograph along with the iron lines. 
This was done, and the wave-length deduced from measuring 
the photograph was 3727'4· This is too large by an amount 
which considerably exceeds the probable errors of observation, 
and we are forced to conclude that the nebular material is either 
absent from our tuhes, or does not show itself under the treat
ment io which it has been subjected. 

Although the residual gases of the atmosphere, uncondensed 
at the temperature of liquid hydrogen, do not show the nebular 
lines, we found that another tube gave a ray very close indeed to 
the principal green nebular ray. This tube had been filled with 
gas prepared in the same way as the others, with the exception 
that, in passing from the vessel into which the first fraction of 
liquid air was distilled, it was not passed through a U -tube im
mersed in liquid hydrogen on its way to the exhausted tube. In 
consequence it contained traces of nitrogen and argon, and 
when sparked showed the spectm. of these elements as well as 
those of hydrogen, helium, &c. The nitrogen spectrum dis
appeared after some sparking, but the tube still showed rays of 
argon as well as those of the gases in the other tubes. On ex
amining the spectrum of the negative pole in the neighbourhood 
of the principal nebular green ray, a weak ray was seen in 
addition to those given by the other tube;, It was found by 
comparison with the nitrogen ,\ 5002 '] and ,\ 5005 '] to be 
a little less refrangible than the latter of the'e rays, and by 
measuring its distance from the nitrogen rays and from the two 
helium rays,\ 4922 'I and,\ 5015 '7 with a micrometer eye-piece, 
the wave-length,\ 5007'7 for the new ray was deduced. This 
looks as if we might find the substance which is luminous in 
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nebulx to be really present in the earth's atmosphere, and we 
hope shortly to be able to verify the observation of it. 

Turning to the coronal rays, our tubes emit a weak ray at 
about ,\ 5304. This is not far from the wave·length ,\ 5303 '] 
assigned by Sir N. Lockyer to the green coronal ray. It is, 
however, greater than that assigned by Campbell, namely, 
5303 '26. Other lines observed by us near the places of coronal 
lines arc at wave· lengths about 4687, 4570, 4358, 4323, 4232, 
4220, 3985, 3800. These are all weak lines except that at 
,\ 4232, which is of tolerable strength, and that at ,\ 4220, which 
is rather a strnng line. The wave-lengths 4323, 4232, 4220 and 
3800 come very close to those assigned to coronal rays, but the 
others hardly come within the limits of probable error. The 
ray 4220 seems too· strong in proportion to the others, but the 
strength of that at 4232 seems to accord with the strength of the 
corresponding ray in the corona. It will be seen that the rays 
we enumerate above correspond approximately to the stronger 
rays in Sir N. Lockyer's list. Further measures of the wave
lengths of the faint lines are needed before we can say definitely 
whether or no we have in our tubes a substance ,producing the 
coronal rays, or some of them. 

As to the auroral rays, we have not seen any ray in the 
spectrum of our tubes near,\ 5571'5, the green auroral ray. We 
have observed two weak rays at,\ 42o6 anrl ,\ 4198, which may 
possibly, one or both, represent the auroral ray 420. The very 
strong ray of argon,,\ 42oo·8, would make it probable that argon 
was the origin of this auroral ray, if the other, equally strong, 
argon rays in the same region of the spectrum were not absent 
from the aurora. Nor have we found in the spectrum of our 
tubes any line with the wave·length 3915, which is that of 
another strong auroral line. On the other hand it seems pro
bable that the strong auroral line ,\ 358 may he due to the 
material which gives us the very remarkable pair of lines at 
about the place of N of the solar spectrum, "-3587, which are very 
strong in the spectrum of the pole, but only faint in that 
of the capillary part of our tubes. It may well be that the auroral 
discharge is to that about the negative pole. "We have 
also a fairlystrong ray at "-3700, which may be compared to the 
remaining strong ray observed in the aurora ,\ 3i00. This, how
ever, is a ray which is emitted from the capillary part of our 
tubes as well as from the negative pole, and is, moreover, 
emitted by Bath gas, and may very likely be a neon ray. 

We hope to pursue the investigation of this interesting spec
trum, and if possible to sort out the rays which may be ascribed 
to substances such as neon and those which are due to one or 
more other substances. The gas from Bath, even if primarily 
derived from the atmosphere-which is by no means sure
seems to have undergone some sifting which has affected the 
relative proportions of helium and neon, and a more thorough 
compuison of its spectrum with that of the residual atmospheric 
gases may probably lead to some disentanglement of the rays 
which originate from different materials. The arrangement of 
the rays in series, if that could be done, would be a step in the 
same direction. 

The table appended to the above paper is not given here, but 
it consists chiefly of wave-lengths expressed in four figures only. 

THE TREATMENT OF LONDON SEWAGE. 1 

some years since, the raw sewage of London was 
· regularly poured into the river in the neighbourhood of 

the city, the road detritus and putrescible fxcal matter which 
were delivered in the sewage settled on the river bed and fore
shores. The road detritus tended to permanently reduce the 
depth of the river ; while the put rescible matter, arriving faster 
than it could be removed by the river or could be destroyed by 
inoffensive bacterial action, accumulated as a deposit on the fore
shore5 and lloated in masses of thick scum on the river. It 
there underwent foul putrefactive changes, rendering the riYer 
most offensive to those who navigated it or lived and worked 
near its banks, and almost intolerable in summer weather. even 
to those who crossed its bridges. That this result was inevitable 
will be understood when it is remembered that the sewage con
sists of the whole of the water-supply and rainfall over the 

1 Abridged from a paper read before the Society of Arts, on December 
12, by Prof. Frank Clowes. 
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